
Dear Colleagues 

I would like to encourage you to use a new tool - a repository of photos/graphics - Photostation, 
which we have created for you - employees of IUNG-PIB. 

The repository was created thanks to the support of MA Mariusz Korpysa of PULMAN, who adapted 
existing software solutions to our needs. 

IUNG-PIB staff have introduced and are successively introducing photo resources documenting 
nature, the palace settlement and, of course, various events in the life of the institute. Also 
noteworthy is the historical catalog created as part of the work of the History Center.... 

The key issue is copyright - each photo comes from our resources, hence we and you do not need 
external approvals for the use of photographs, which is becoming increasingly troublesome in various 
types of publications or reports. Let me remind you that even free resources e.g. Pixabay, unsplash or 
wikipedia e.g. under CC license require a description and verification if they can be used e.g. in a 
report on a commercial assignment. 

Photos from Photostation are partially tagged, this is especially important if the author, was an IUNG 
employee who gave permission to use the photos in any publication by sharing them with DUW. In 
this situation, the author's name should be written under the photo. 

We are very keen on developing this project, and we will be grateful if any of you would like to 
include your photographs, especially those related to agricultural topics (technology, different 
species of crops, crops at different stages of development, pests and diseases of plants, good 
agricultural practices, work and equipment in laboratories and all others that may be useful to our 
employees and us in our work). 

The repository is available on the institute's network and via VPN (if anyone has remote access to the 
IUNG-PIB network set up by PULMAN). 

If you would like to share your own images, please report to Mr. Piotr Safader 
psafader@iung.pulawy.pl or Mr. Robert Stochmal rstochmal@iung.pulawy.pl , who oversee the 
introduction of new resources. 

Comments, ideas for improving functionality or problems with functioning to me: 
mkowalik@iung.pulawy.pl . 

You will find the user manual on the intranet (address below) and in the appendix: 

The address of the Photostation repository is: 

https://172.21.120.31/photo 

user: iung_foto , pass: 1uNq_F0TK@ 

 


